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Xavier Honors Academic Leaders Monday
,Jesuits Stm·t Honors Tnulition At Earl.v Periocl
In llist01·y Of Educati01wl System.
The granting of awards to deserving students has long
been a tradition of the Society of Jesus. In the Ratio Studiorum
of 1599, the document usually associated with the Jesuit system
of education, conccrtationcs, or contests between boys of the
same or of different classes on matter that has been studied
previously, are mentioned.
Peter Ribadeneira, S.J., spoke
of the concertationes as follows:
"Many means are devised, and
exercises employed, to stimulate
the minds of the young, assiduous
disputation, various trials of
genius, prizes offered for excellence in talent and industry. As
penalty and disgrace bridle the
will and check it from pursuing
evil, so honor and praise quicken
the sense wonderfully to attain
the dignity and glory of virtue."
The Jesuits are probably among
the leaders in the use of a system of awards for students. This
is implied in a statement by Dr.

l". Paulson, who was one of the

leading professors at the University of Berlin: "The Jesuits
know better, perhaps, than others
how to use declamations, contests, prcmi ums, etc .. effccti vel~,."
Dr. Paulson also defended the
practice of giving awards. "It.
is true," he said, "that the good
emulation is closely related to
the bad, but without the former
there has never been a good
school."
These exercises were by no
means intended to develop the
bad emulation, or false self-love
in the young. The oldest code of

school rules in the Society of
Jesus makes this clear when it
states, "Let them root out from
themselves, in every possible
way, self-love and the craving
t'or vain glory."
As Robert Schwickcrath, S.J ..
~ay~ in his Jcsuii Ecl.iication, Its
History cwcl Principle.~. "what is
appealed to, is the spirit of good
and noble cmulation,-l!osesta
acmulatin, as the Ratio says,and that by a world of industry
which spurs young students on
to excellence in whatever they
underla kc, and rewards the dcve lopmcn t of natural energies
with the natural luxury of con:..
fcsscd ly doing well. This makes
the boys feel \\'Cll, however
little they enjoy the labor before.
and will rouse them to new
exertions. Gradually they may
then be led lo have higher
motives in their endeavors." This
belief prevails at Xavier.

Awards Convocation Re·vivt><l As JF orth'y Students
Rect•ive Recognition For Outstanding Achievements
For the first time in recent years the old tradition of an
a wards convocation will be renewed at the College of Liberal
Arts next Monday when students will convene in the Field
House at 1 :30 p.m. to witness the presentation of honors to
students who have distinguished themselves with academic

E venint1,· Colleg«~ 1,o
B<~stow Awards
The Evening College will also
have a spcci:1l Awards Convocation Jor the presentation of
academic prizes in the Blue
of the Union Building al G:45
p.m., Thursday. iVIay 10.
G raduatcs and award winners
will attend the convocation by
invitation according lo an announcement by Dean Russell J.
Walker.
A description of the awards to
be prcscntccl to Evening Col lcge
students is on page 7.

Labor-Management Conference At Alms
To Discuss Encyclicals Next Wednesday
Fr. Besse To Be Chairman Of Economists' Conclave
While President O'Connor Gives Welcoming Address
By Jolm Gro11i11g, News Associate Etlitm·
Xavier University will soon add another first event in its
history to its diadem of 125th Anniversary celebrations. A
conference on Labor-Management Relations will be held in
the Hotel Alms Ballroom, commencing at 1 p.m. this coming
Wednesday, May 9.
The event is under the sponsorship of the Departments of
Economics and Business.
Rev. Clifford S. Besse, S.J.,
assistant professor of economics,
is chairman of the event which
will be held under the auspices
of Most Rev. Karl J. Alter, D.D.,
archbishop of Cincinnati.
The purpose of the conference
is an examination of the moral
and social bases of labor management relations as reflected in
Pope Pius XI's important social
encyclical "Quadragesimo Anno."
This document, which deals with
the problems of the highly industrialized twentieth century,
has amplified the principles set
forth in Pope Loe XIIl's encyclical "Rerum Novarum." The lectures and discussions of the seminar will place special emphasis on
the essential and natural dependence of labor and management upon one another.
· Speakers for the conference
will be well-known authorities
in the fields of management,
labor, and education. The program for the conference can be
broadly divided into lecturediscussion periods, a cocktail
hour, dinner, and a post-dinner
lecture,
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., president of Xavier University, will give the welcoming
address at the conference. Dr.
Thomas J. Hailstones, chairman
of the Departments of Economics
and Business, will make the
announcements for the conference.
Rev. Bernard W. Dempsey,
S.J., professor of economics at
Marquette university, Milwaukee,

Program Director

:·

..·.

''

t

Department llead
Wis., will conduct the first
lecture-discussion period wilh a
preliminary survey of the socialeconomic principles contained in
the encyclical "Quadragesimo
Anno." He will explain the
social and moral principles of
labor-management relations and
(Continued on Page 7)

Stude11ts: Please Desist
Fro111 Tyi11g Up Tibbles
Rev. Patrick I-I. Ratterman, S.J., clean of men, recently
issued a warning to the student body stating that only through
student co-operation can 40 parking spaces be retained for
stuclen t parking.
Officials from the Toms River Chemical Company have
requested that student parking
should not block the roadway of
Tibbles avenue and that students
should not park in the circle at
the end of Tibbles avenue. If
these requests arc not followed,
the entire Tibbles avenue lane
\\'ill be closed and another 40
parking spaces will be lost to
Xavier University students.
The Toms River Chemical
Company has made scvcrnl generous offers 1o aid Xavier in
the solution of its parking
problems. Students presently arc
allowed to park· on the chemical
company's property. In addition,
the company has offered Xavier
several facilities which will decrease the cost of construction
of the university parking Jot on
property adjacent to Tibbles
avenue.
The reason for the chemical
company's request, which is of
the nature of an ultimatum is
that the company uses the roadway as the only entrance to its
private clumping area. The circle
at the end of Tibbles avenue is
private properly of the company
and is needed as an area in
which the company's trucks can
turn around.
Mr. Gene Noble, university
parking lot attendant, will visit
Tibbles avenue twice daily and
will ticket any cars which arc
in violation of the chemical
company's request. However, Mr.
Noble's ticketing of the cars is
only a means to cure a problem
which could be very easily and
rapidly corrected by the twofold
provision that students' autos do

accomplishment.
In addition to the presentation
of awards, Dr. Vincent E. Smith,
professor of philosophy at the

not block the
roadway on
Tibbles avenue, and do not park
al all in the circle at the encl of
Tibbles avenue.

Bulletin
At press time, Bill Douthitt.
Student Council social chairman,
tolcl 'l'hc News that there will he
a meeting of the Social Committl.'c wilh rc11rescntativcs of all
cam1ms organizations and classes
for the IJurposc of schccluling
social events for next year, on
illonclay, illay 7 at 7 :30 p.m. in
the Student Activities Room,
North Hall. Ile requests that all
groups that ]>Ian to hold social
events next year send 1·e1n·cscntatives to this meeting.

Loyola Law· Dean
To Appear May 11
Dean John C. Fitzgerald of the
Loyola University School of Law
will visit Xavier next Friday,
May 11, instead of today as previously announced. Dean Fitzgerald will he available for
interviews with students interested in discussing the various
facets of the legal proCcssion in
the Cash Memorial Room. Interviews will be held from 1: 30
to 3: 30 p.m.
Dean Fitzgerald is coming to
Xavier at the request of Very
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., president. He has a long and eminent
background at the Chicago school.

Dr. Vincent E. Smith
llonorecl Speaker
Uni\'crsity o( Notre Dame and
one of Xavier's most honored
alumni, will address the convocation on "Knowledge-A Prize
of Great Value."
While a student at Xavier, Dr.
Smith won the Washington Oratorical Medal, won the Inter'furn lo page 3 for a description of awards to be t>rcscntcd to
students of the College of Liberal
Arts.
collegiate English Contest, placed
second in the In tcrcollegiate
Latin Contest. edited The News,
was Host of the Mermaid Tavern,
and an officer of the Poland
Philopcclian Debating Society.
Dr. Smith will receive a 125th
anniversary award from Xavier
at the con voe a ti on.
The convocation is being held
under the auspices of Alpha
Sigma Nu, national Jesuit honor
fraternity. John Grupcnhoff,
president of the Xavier chapter,
will be master of ceremonies.
Following the awards, there
1,1,.·i!J be a reception in Union
Building for the parents of the
honored students and the donors
of the awards.
The university committee in
charge of the convocation consists of Rev. J. Peter Buschman,
S.J., acting dean and chairman
of the committee; Rev. Patrick
IL Ratterman, S.J., clean of men
Dress regulations for the compulsory Honors Convocation rto
he held on J'\lay 7 at 1:30 p.m. in
the Fieldhouse have been announced by Rev. Patrick II. Ratterman, S ..T., clean of men. All
ROTC students will be required
to wear uniforms. Non-ROTC
students must wear coat ancl tie.
who is in charge of physical
arrangements; Rev. James V.
McCummiskcy,
S.J., assistant
dean, who will direct convocation
ceremonies; Mr. Edward P. Vonderhaar, director of public re(Continued on page 3)
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Now To Work
n a short time, a new Student Council will be seated. Perhaps
no group of councilmen in recent Xavier hi~tory has taken
office with a more outstanding demonstration of student
interest than this present group. The remarkably high turnout
at the polling place was a genuine trib.ute to the alertne.s~ of
Xavier students and also served to caution the elected officials
that the students are interested in good student government.
Without the interest demonstrated at the polling place,
good government in a representative system would be very
difficult. But the new councilmen have ~een told by their ,
voters that they expect well administered student government. /
The councilmen must produce.
The councilmen can expect to be required to work hard
in order to fulfill their duties. But they can also expect that
they will have student support as long as they execute their
duties correctly and faithfully.
The fine turnout at the polls was a tribute to the alertness
of the Xavier student body. This alertness and interest is the
principal guardian of good government in a representative
system of government.
Good government should be actively sought. The voters
at Xavier have decided to seek it. This is a good sign which
indicates that we are learning something.

I

Harmony
whi~h m~nJ'.

f there is one thi1:g upon
alert Americans are
in agreement with Commumsts, it is that today we .are
Iengaged
in a great struggle testing whether
or
Communis~

Music Stand

FRONT
By Tom JlcArdi//e

The Hyde Park Art is currently showing one of the most
different and one of the best motion pictures ever made. "Citizen Kane," with Orson Welles, though it is about fifteen
years old, still is a movie radically different in idea and format
than those produced by our generation.

Reader
writes

Sir:
The Committee for the Betterment of Constitutional Government has disbanded for the purpose of forming the Constitutional
Party.
We feel that the editorial that
appeared in the last edition of
The News showed a misunderstanding of our position. We
therefore present our platform
for your perusal. We sincerely
hope that it will meet with your
approval.
1. The candidates of the Constitutional Party are bound in
conscience to accept the platform
of the party freely, to support it
in a completely independent
manner, and to express openly
their membership.
2. The party shall work at all
times for the complete revision
of the present constitution. This
constitution ih revised form will
be designed to institute a tripartite government that ·is practical
and workable.
3, The party shall take measures to arrest student apathy and
to arouse student interest in the
betterment of the school and the
administration.
4. The party shall strive for
constitutional and proper conduct
in Student Council.
5. The party shall strive for
the party system of government
in order to institute a check and
balance system on all powers.
6. The party shall strive constantly for wholesome Christian
fun and educational entertainment on and off campus whenever it is connected with Xavier
University. Furthermore, it shall
be on a college level.
7. The party shall strive for
distribution of copies of the constitution.
·'
Looking forward to a better
understanding.in the future, I am
Faithfully,
Harry Blair
Chairman, Constitutional Party

Capitalism will dominate the world: We have been advised
in South Hall that there are only two kinds of economiesthe laissez faire system of economic Liberalism and the statist
system of economic Socialism. Our advisers claim, "You must
choose one or the other; there is no alternative." Articles in
the WALL STREET JOURNAL and the DAILY WORKER
concur with our South Hall consultants.
But in the face of such unanimous opposition, Pope Pius
XI issued his "Quadragesimo Anno" 25 years ago in order to
restate the alternative system as it had been described 40
years before by Pope Leo XIII.
Truthfully, Individualism and Collectivism are in opposition to each other. These two systems do not represent the
only alternatives, because there is a third which seeks to
avoid the evils of the two types of economies, as outlined by
our South Hall consultants. "There is, therefore, a double
danger to be avoided. On the one hand, if the social fond public
aspect of ownership be denied or minimized, the }ogical consequence is Individualism, as it is called; on the 'other hand,
the rejection or diminution of its private and individual character necessarily leads to some form of Collectivism."
Individualism enables uncoordinated particles of the social·
structure to destroy the welfare of the people as a whole.
Collectivism is an attempt to ward off the havoc caused when
irresponsible individuals destroy the economic well-being; but
it results in the transformation of the irresponsibility from
individuals who derive their power from economic sources to
other individuals who derive their power from political
sources. These managers of Collectivism are also adept havocmakers. The result of this situation is that a great many of
us see only two units of society-the individual and the
government.
if)' ' ,i,11~:1t1,t;
Neither the individu,al nor the state can, independently
of the other, devise a highly desirable economic system; the
advice we gleaned in South Hall notwithstanding. Instead,
property and economic ·activity must be considered as both
individual and social in nature. A person who owns property
benefits from it, but also the community benefits from the
same property. As Leo XIII said, "The earth even though
apportioned amongst private owners, ceases not thereby to
minister to the needs of all."
The solution lies not in the exaltation of either the
individual or the social aspect of property to the exclusion of
the other, but in the cultivation of a workable harmony
between these two aspects of property. There is, therefore, a
popular, but fallacious dream that in order to procure the
rights of the individual, society must be permitted no rights.
Twenty-five years ago, Pius XI restated the doctrine that
both the private and the social aspects of economic life can
be adequately provided. Private rights need not be destroyed
in order to protect the social rights, and social rights need
not be destroyed to protect private rights.
It was an important message Pius XI gave the world a
quartet;: of a century ago. But, widely circulated apologies for
• • •
Mr. Sena requested that we
both Individualism and Collectivism constitute a popular confession that many people have not yet listened to his message publish the following message to
of the possibility of harmony between the private and the the members of the class he has
recently been chosen to represent
social aspect of economic life.

Hold That Parking Spot
rom the looks of the recent developments on the parking
F
front, the battle between students with space consuming cars
and the paucity of parking space is still going full blast. A
few months ago, the big question was, "How can we find more
parking space?" According to current reports, the question
has been changed to, "How can we retain the parking spaces
we have?"
The combat has changed from a mildly offensive battle
to one of defense. A few parking spaces are being lost on
Ledgewood avenue. Forty more spaces are liable to be fost
on Tibbles avenue.
Yes, we do have a knotty parking problem. No doubt it
will become worse as · time advances.
, But no problem is so extensive that it cannot be mitigated
to some extent by conscious care on the part of students. This
consideration can take many forms. As long as we are alert
to the problem and a~t sensibly on the basis of our knowledge,
we can probably avoid future losses of parking spots.

in Student Council.-Ed.
Class of '58:
Thank you juniors-to-be for
electing me as your representative for the following year. It
is a great honor and truly pleasing to be class president; but it
is far more pleasing to know that
almost everyone will be behind
me in the year to come.
We need a more liberal student government with a more
spirited student body to push it.
As a class representative I need
suggestions. I have many ideas
which should help the school
and our class, but I need class
support.
In our senior year we, the class
of '58, will have a power-packed
football team and an invincible

"Citizen Kane" is the story of
a fabulously rich newspaper tycoon who, for the sadistic minded, bears a very strong and
pleasing likeness to William Randolph Hearst. The lives and
loves of this All-American King
Midas are told in retrospect of
his death. by his best friends to
a reporter seeking the meaning
of his dying words.
Orson Welles, of course, is citizen Kane; and he is superb. In
true Welles fashion he is the
whole show. But there is enough
man there, both physically and
intellectually, to do the job. Be
directed the movie, and I don't
doubt that he hacl 110 small part
in writing the script. The entire
production is very well coordinated. It never drags; it is always
going somewhere; yet the viewer
is never completely satisfied with
'all that he sees and hears. "Citizen Kane" is one of the few
movies of character analysis
which I have seen that hasn't had
to rely on long, protracted drawing room scenes to bring out the
character of a man.
The movie's photography is
something quite unusual. One of
my pet peeves is the way in
which our present producers and
directors think they can remedy
bad acting, bad writing, bad
everything by a big, curved
screen which has 3-D bowie
knives and poison darts scaring
the patrons popcornless, and
thereby making the movie Academy Award material. Well, poor,
old "Citizen Kane" has to plod
'along with a very reactionary,
old square screen, and to add
insult to injury they get so
gloomy as to use only black and
white. But through their skillful
use of angle shots, they transmit
the whole atmosphere of the
movie into scenes that have the
structure and balance of a painting, The iron fences, the littered
newsrooms, the emptiness of
Kane's home are all brought into
their best focus in highly unexotic black and white.
,,.
Next to Welles, the rest~ of the
(Continued on Page 6)
basketball quintet; let's start
start now and make our class
the greatest ever to ; graduate
from Xavier University,
Sincerely yours,
'Bill Sena
P,S, Give a little thought to
our senior gift,

By Joe McCarllay

The MUSIC STAND has
recovered this week, from a
difficult case of deadline-which came upon it as a
result of a "too little time
for too many things" situation.
We would like to express our
appreciation to those who aided
us in filling our space last week.
We return with a fist-full of
notes, enough to meet every
deadline ad infinitum.
Necessarily of first importance
though, is the up-coming Clef
Club Concert and Dance, May 18,
at the Hotel Gibson. We give
notice because all concerned have
gone to great lengths to turn out
a worthwhile show. It has been
a lot of effort, and success is deserved.
Tickets to the event are now
on sale, and can be obtained
from all Clef Club members.
They're helping to make this
year~s showing a ibig one. The
reason is sentimental-it's dedicated to the late Fr. John V.
Usher, S.J., the club's moderator
for over 20 years.

• • •

The latest trend in modern
music is not considered by most
to be a good one. Even those
strong-hearted souls who lasted
through the Be-Bop of the '40's
are writhing under the effects of
the Rock and Roll. Personal feelings are that' "Noise and Nuisance" proves to be a more apt
title for the unparalleled craze.
For those interested, 'there is a
Rock and Roll extravaganza this
Wednesday evening at Cincinnati Gardens. Aren't we lucky?
While there will be little to hear
(except noise, of course), the
observer of humanity might well
have a grand time watching the
frolic, for there, in one group,
will be gathered the "dissonant
disciples" of the "Rock and Roll."
It was once thought, hopelessly,
that Rock and Roll, like zip guns,
motorcycle boots, and duck tail
haircuts, would never be acceptable to the majority of our contemporaries. It seems to have
spread considerable in favor however-even through the element
that otherwise would be considered normal.
Actually it doesn't take much
to make Rock and Roll. Once a
prometer has gotten his musical
product on the juke-boxes and
into the record stores, his immediate future is secure-thanks
to the ardent buying of the "disciples." There seems to be no
limit to the pandemonium and
financial success that can come
about as the result of a big R&R
number. Ex-poor-boy Bill Haley
is a rich man today, riding high
on the tails of his "Comets."
Anyone who is able to sing a
poor arrangement of an 8-bar
repeat melody in a -very loud
voice has a very good chance of
(Continued on Page 6)
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Organized First By Class OF '53

Gradual.ion .Gift Fund
Statue 0/ St. Francis
Speecli Room Initial Gift

Variety Of A'wards Presented
At Renewed Honors Gatherillg

By Dick Weik
New• A••ociate Editor
The class gift campaign,
being conducted by the class
of '56, is the fourth "organized
gift campaign" conducted by
a Xavier graduating class.
The current method of gathering
funds was originated by the class
of 1953 and was carried on by
the classes of '54 and '55.
Prior to 1953, it was customary
for the graduating class to take
up an informal collection for a
class gift. One of these informal
collections, conducted by the
class of 1917, was used to purchase the Budde Memorial fountain just inside the main entrance
to Science Hall.
Schaefers Originates
In 1953, the senior class was
asked to conduct the first "organized" gift campaign. A committee for the class remembrance
fund was organized under the
chairmanship of Class President
John Schaefers, of - Cincinnati.
The members of the class were
reminded that the first objective
of the committee was participation .by all members.
The class of '53 realized about
$1100 from their campaign. Prior
to thii;, the most that could be
collected for a class gift was $200
to $250.
The gift that the class of '53
decided upon was the statue of
St. Francis Xavier which is
located on O'Brien Terrace. This
idea was originated by, the class
of 11952, but they did not obtain
sufficient funds for the purchase
of the statue. Finally, the classes
of '51, '52, and '53 combined to
purchase the statue, which was
carved in Italy.
The 1954 class remembrance
fund amounted to about $1500,
Whi~h was used to equip the
Speech Arts Room in Science
Hall. James Powers, of Dayton,
Ohio, was chairman of the fund
raising committee.
Building Markers
In 1955, under the chairmanship of Bill Sweeney, of Chicago,
the class remembrance fund committee collections amounted to
about $1800. The class of '55 purchased the building markers
which have been recently erected
on the campus. The redwood
used in the markers was donated
by Frank Funch and they were
carved 1b y Richard Miller, who
carved the statues on Hinkle
Hall.
The project of the class of '55
is not yet complete. In addition
to the markers, they are buying
two illuminated campus maps
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The following are the awards
to be given at the Xavier University Honors Convocation next
Monday, May 7:
The Archbishop McNicholas
Medal, offered in memory of the

Most Rev. John T. MNicholas,
O.P., D.D., to that member of
the senior class who has excelled
in the study of philosophy.
·

The Martin G. Dumler Key,

offered by Mr. Martin G. Dumler, LL. D., Mus. D., to that mem_ber of the junior class who has
excelled in the study of philos. ophy.
The Dr. J. T. Clear Biology
Key, awarded annually to the

member of the Xavier Biological Society who has completed
his major in the Department of
Biology with the highest distinction.
The Washington Orat01·ical
Medal, offered by the Xavier

University Alumni Association for
the best original oration delivered
in the annual contests in oratory.
Jim Perry won the medal this
year.
The Joseph B. Verkamp Medal,

established by Mr. Joseph B.
Verkamp, is awarded annually
to the member of the Poland
Philopedian Society who has
delivered the best speech in the
annual public debate of the
society. Bill Glueck won this
award last Friday.

and directories. One of these will
be erected near South Hall, and
one will be erected near the
Union Building.

Recreation Field
, Al Cash, of Cincinnati, is the
chairman of the '56 class remembrance ·committee. The goal of
this year's graduating class is
enough funds to equip a recreation field on the campus. The
field is to 1be named O'Connor
Recreation Field.
Another first has been added
to this year's class gift with contribution of funds from members
of the senior class from the Evening College.

Norwood Debaters
Consult Oracle

The David Snyder Religion
Medal, founded by Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Snyder, Portsmouth,

Masque Society
Offers Previte
Of Spring Play

Hall Theatre, Sunday, May 6 at
2:15 p.m. Admission is free. Mr.
John G. Maupin has extended an
invitation to all students to
attend this performance.
In the play, the life and times
of St. Francis Xavier are traced
with a view of his early life at
Navarre to his student days at
the University of Paris.
A cast of 30, costumed in the
colorful garb of Spain's turbulent Sixteenth Century, relive
the combat of the Basques against
the Spanish and the struggle of
Xavier's will against of Ignatius
Loyola.
"The Siege of Pampeluna" will
run May 11 ,12, and 13. Tickets
may be obtained ·in South Hall
in exchange for number 34 in the
activity book. Companion tickets
are 50 cents.
Bob Brock and Jim Dusablon
have leads in the play.

P,..J~

. HOMOGENIZED MILK

'&

The Col. Charles F. Williams
MHitary Scholarship ancl Award,

A special prevue presenta- offered by Col. Charles F. Willition of "The Siege of Pam- ams, is awarded annually to the
peluna," the Masque Society's First Year Advanced Course
125th Anniversary production, student who ranks highest in
will be presented in South scholarship.

Rev. Stanley C. Tillman, S.J.,
chairman of the Philosophy
Department was recently consulted on the philosophical aspect
of an anthropological question
by four high school debaters
from Norwood high school.
The question proposed was
"Will Men's Physical Features
Be Changed in the Future?" Fr.
·Tillman succinctly replied, "Past
history shows that such a possi(Continued from Page 1)
bility has been realized, and it is
lations who is in charge of the possible that such a change could
program; and Mr. Raymond J. happen in ·the future."
Fellinger, registrar who is in
charge of prizes and awards.
The heads of other Xavier
For Meals at Home •••
divisions will also participate in
For Lunches at Worlc or School •••
the ceremonies. Rev. Edwin J.
Hartman, dean of the Milford
College, Mr. Russell J. Walker,
'
dean of the Evening College, and
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, dean of
the Graduate Division, will all
take part in the convocation.
The Clef Club, under the
(with Vitamin D)
drection of Mr. Franklin Bens,
will sing at the convocation.
All students who are in the
They can't be beat as Healthful Food
Reserve Officers' Training Corps
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
will be required to wear their
Food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry
uniforms to the convocation.
5880, or ask your French·Bciuer driver!
The Awards Convocation re~
I
IEml DAllY PIODUCTS SINCE 11•2
places the recent practice of
~~~I
"ltCCMt• no more to use the beat/"
presentation of awards at Commencement.

Awards At
Convocation

Ohio, in memory of their son,
Daid W. Snyder, '31, is awarded
annually for the best catechetical essay written by a junior or
senior.

QUALITY v CHEKD
la CREAM

The Mermaid Tavern Prize
Key, offered by Mr. Anthony
C. Elsaereer, '12, is awarded

annually to the member meriting highest distinction in literary
composition.
,
The American Citizen's League
A ward of $25, offered by the

American Citizen's League of
Cincinnati to the student who
attains the highest scholastic
average in German for the academic year.
The Aiumnae English Award,

offered by the Xavier University Alumnae Association to the
student of the university winning the highest place in the
Intercollegiate English Contest.
The Institute of Hispanic Culture Achievement Award, pre-

sented by the Institute of Hispanic Culture, Madrid, Spain to
the distinguished student of the
Spanish language who demonstrates outstanding interest in
Spanish culture.
The Apha Sigma Nu Religion
Key, awarded annually by the

Xavier Chapter of the National
Jesuit Honor Society to the
freshman who writes the best
essay on a religious topic.
The

Ragland

Latin

XU To NFCCS Congress
The NFCCS National Congress
will be held in Cleveland this
summer from August 28 to September 2. The delegates from
Xavier will be Jim Bradley, Jim
Wiggs, Conrad Donakowski, and
Ed Menes.

~

~~of

100 Years
Beauty Sleep!

The way things are today, who can catch a prince
Sleeping Beauty style? You have to be wide awake,

"

and on your toes, and all dressed up in our beauti·
ful clothes. Once you catch him, have we got trous·
seau lingerie for you! And you can well rdford it.

CAREW TOWER •

Mahley

Me'dal,

founded in memory of Alice D.
Ragland, is awarded to the participant who ranks highest in the
Intercollegiate Latin Contest.
The Religion Key, offered by
the Xavier University Sodality
to the sophomore student who
writes the best religion essay.
In addition to· the foregoing
awards, members will be rereceived into two honor societies.
New members will be enrolled
in Alpha Sigma Nu, a national
honor fraternity for students of
Jesuit colleges and universities.
Members are selected because of
their outstanding scholarship and
loyality to Xavier.
New members will be taken
into Tau Kappa Aipha, an honorary forensic fraternity, the
Xavier chapter of which was
founded this year. Members are
selected on the basis of their
scholastic record and their intercollegiate debating experience.

WESTERN HILLS PLAZA

&

tarew

Cincinnati's fashion Stora
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Jim Brockhoff To Trade Blue For Kh1
Jim To Tenni11ate Career At Xavier Tliis June;
Star1·ed As Grid Passei·, Tougli On Tennis Court
Dy Clltlrlic W oeate
If you were to watch him saunter around the campus,

here and there, nodding his head with a little "hello" to those
he passed, you would probably do little more than shrug your
shoulders and mention to your buddy, "polite and personable,
bµt not athletic." But, if you ever saw Jim Brockhoff thread
a needle with a pigskin on the
football field or boom a backhand
past an opponent on the tennis
court, you would soon change
your opinion.
Jim has been a standout offen. sive quarterback on the football
eleven and one of the mainstays
of the tennis squad during his
four years of activity here. at
Xavier.
Brockhoff started making Cincinnati area sports enthusiasts
sit up and take notice back in
his high school days at Purcell.
For Joe McCarthy's football Cavaliers, Jim threw TD passes all
over the lot, including the eight
his senior year, which helped
them to an 8-1 record and the
Greater Cincinnati League Championship. Cincinnati football experts took notice of his football
exploits by naming him to the
1952 All-City team.
Many Titles
In tennis, during his play at
Purcell and various municipal
tourneys around the city, the
talented racquet wielder went
somewhat beserk, winning fifteen
trophies and another twenty
medals. He won the district state
high school crown two years in
a row, going to the state semifinals his junior year and the
finals his senior season. It was
this latter fracus that he lost to
Barry MacKay, who was just
recently named to the Davis Cup
squad.
In Muni play, he teamed with
UC's Bill Hadley, then a St. Xavier high school rival, to win the
boys' and junior boys' city
doubles championship four out
of five years, from his 14th to
(Hear John Haley, on "Xavier Chimes," Sat., 12:45 p.m. on WCKY) his 18th birthdays. In singles
events, he won, among others,
the Ohio Valley, Northern Kentucky, and Western Hills YMCA
tourneys. Topping all this off,
were two letters Jim won while
playing for the Cavalier basket.
A modest, unassuming catcher predictions about sports. Though
ball five.
with a portside swing-that is a stern Cleveland Indian supComes Recommended
your first impression of Xavier's porter, he thirtks that Boston
Needless
to say, Jim came to
man behind the plate. Listed in "has too much."
Xavier highly recommended. In
the record books as Ronald Kast,
An Accounting Major with an
he's just George to his friends Economics minor, George made football, after a successful frosh
and teamates alike. This young the coveted Dean's List last season as first-string quarterman, one of four children that semester and presently is look- back, Jim found the going a little
includes Clete, a Musketter ing forward to the Senior Comp. rough his second year with the
pitcher of two years back, never Upon completiotn of school. abolishment of the two-platoon
made the Canton Central Cath- George heads for Cleveland and system. Being primarily an ofolic high school ball team. But a job with the Internal Revenue fensive performer, the single
in his freshman year at X, he Department until Uncle Sam platoon style of play hampered
dressed for a college team. This calls. After a two year hitch in his effectiveness. His junior year
early success along with his the regular Army as a commis- found Jim throwing three TD
four-bagger, a "first ever" for sioned officer, there are hopes passes and averaging 37 minutes
him in organized ball, against of a position in some accounting of playing time before an injury
Eastern Kentucky in last season's firm. Through all his days to in the UC game sidelined him
opener, rate as his greatest come, George will never forget for the first four games of the
thrills. Among those things which Xavier. And too, Xavier will season. The past year, he was
stand "better forgotten," George never forget possibly its best held pretty much in reserve
recollects the power-laden '55 baseball catcher who couldn't
Miami ballclub and the left- even warm the bench in high
handed slants of Sandy KoUfax school.
presently Dodger property. The
latter, however, saw a Xavier
victory, Sandy's lone college
setback. While naming the '54
Purdue University scored a
team, a 10 and two record over total of 65 points to edge Xavthe season, the team with the ier University and win the Cinbest record he has played with, cinnati Sailing Regatta held at
George believes that before the Lake Cowan this past week.
schedule's end this year's will Ohio State with 61 points placed
prove superior fo talent.
third while Wooster College came
When he's not involved in in fourth with 59 points. The
baseball activity, George is carry- host Bearcats placed fifth with
ing out his duties as prop man 56 points.
606 'Yine SI.
for the band or relaxing at bowlBob Patterson of Wooster was
ing, ping pong, or cards. And so the Class A high point skipper
P.Arkwa11·73U
when asked about his hobbies, with 32 points while Bruce
George said, "Say sports, all of Anderson of Ohio State took
them." In addition he makes Class B honors with 38 points.

Comment One-This week in sports-In the past seven
days the newspapers, radios and TV sets have been full of big
happenings in the world of sport.
For example, heavyweight champ Rocky Marciano went
the way of four former champs and hung up the gloves to
return to family life. Ben Hogan, who has retired about ten
times since his unfortunate accident a few years ago, will try
for his fifth National Open win. Then, of course, there is the
ever popular Kentucky Derby. Why even the Cincinnati Redlegs won a double header, and moved from seventh place to
the fourth spot, only one game behind the league leading
Milwaukee Braves.
One interesting sidelight concerning the Braves is the
fact that they have not played in seven days and yet as of
last Monday they were in first place.
Going back to the evident quest for the heavyweight
crown, let's look at the possibilities. It is a sure bet that a
round robin tournament will be held to see who will wear
the title. If rwere asked who the two logical contenders were
to fight for the title, I would venture Floyd Patterson and
Archie Moore.
Moore fought for the crown once and did not really do
a bad job, although Marciano did beat him. Patterson seems
to be in the process of getting groomed for the spot and ~his
may be his chance.
In regard to the National Open, the way that things are
going in the top tournaments, it wouldn't surprise me in the
least to see, say Tim Conliffe in the top spot. None the less,
when it comes right down to the wire, the old masters ala
Hogan, Mangrum, Snead, etc., will be fighting it out.
With the Run for the Roses only one day off, the tension
and speculation is as usually heavy. This year's race looks like
it will raise the popularity of this $125,000 classic, as in the
past years the race has almost been decided before the run·
ning. In the past two years, horses like Native Dancer and
Nashua seemed to be odds on favorites, but neither won.
Nevertheless, the competitive spirit was lacking during the
weeks previous.
This year the two favorites seem to be C. V. Whitney's
entry of Career Boy and D and H Stable's choice of Needles.
At the time this column was written, these two were favorites
and no doubt they will stiil be good bets at post time.
Aside for these two, Eddie Arcaro also has a mount this
year and many peopl£ think that the Roses and Eddie are
synonymous. Who wm·win? Your guess is as good as mine,
for the derby is an unpredictable as the weather, as it has
been proven in the past races.
.

Catcher George l(ast Playing
His Last Baseball Season At X

Sailors Second

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*

LANDEN, LTD.

·-

-~

Trades

Racquet

while picking up his second foot.
ball monogram.
On the tennis scene, the 6-2
Dutchman has been very much
the gay blade. Playing number
one in singles for his th~ee years
of service, Jim has managed to
win the majority of his matches,
although the Musketeers, until
this year, have not had the best
won and lost records.
Best Season Start
The present campaign finds
Xavier pushing towards its great.
est season in tennis, and Mr.
Brockhoff is right there doing a
lot of the shoving. Considered
one of the best players ever to
don a Muskie tennis uniform,
this athletically agile gentleman
is unbeaten in six singles matches and stands five and one in
doubles as the blue-and-white,
thus far, have rolled up a five
and one record.
Jim shares the current enthusiasm making the rounds concerning the '56 season. "Bob
(Massman) is doing a good job
with the team; this is the best
of the four years I've been at
X," Jim said. He also gave the

frosh a verbal pat on the back
for their splendid showing thus
far in the campaign.
Two moments rate with Brockhoff as his biggest sports thrills.
One was the TD pass he fired
to Gina Paoloni against UC as a
sophomore and the other was the
exhLbition in which he played
with Billy Talbert and Tony Trabert, a couple of smooth stroking
stars, two years ago.
Redskin's Best
The best of the college talent
met by "Brocks" was the Miami
squad three years back and one
of their top flight men, Dick
Klitch.
The future for Mrs. Brockhoff's
likeable son is dotted with barracks and bars, second lieutenant's brass, that is. He is to receive a commission in June with
the field artillery, and where
he'll go from there is up to Uncle
Sam. A BS in Economics with a
minor in English, Jim feels that
any definite plans for the future
will have to await the outcome
of his hitch in the service.

Individual Champs
Decided In IM's;
Rain llalts Softball
By Dom Giordano
·Before the 'intramural softball
campaign gets under way the
following tournaments were conducted producing winners in
three contests.
In the table tennis department,
Bill Farley decisioned Lou Taglia in a best three out of four
series. Scores were 21·19, 16-21,
23-21, and 21-18. Taglia beat
Bob Witsken and Farley was
winner over Sable for the right
to battle in the finals.
George Malinsky copped the
free throw contest canning a
neat 20 out of 25 attempts for
a percentage of 80%. Four others
tied for second place with 19
successful conversions. They were
Bill Farley, Tom Fisc.her, and
Bill Vieth, all of the Wolverines
and Rog Bertoia of the Animals.
George Kast, Deak, and Alarie
had 18 for a three way tie for
third place.
·
The handball tournament saw
A~ Corbet defeat Andy Gushwan for the championship in a
2 out of 3 series 15-3 and 15-4.

COLLEGIATE COUPE
For Sale . . . • By Owner
1930 Model "A" Ford, Clean, Excellent Condition
·
Asking $300 • • •• ·Make Offer
Ideal, economical transportation /or you
tluring your college career.
Must he seen to he appreciated at
JUDD MOTORS-·7110 Wooster Pike-Mariemont
BR 14545-PL 1-3321-WO 1-5114

Too Important To Forget-The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY. CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

WOadburn 1-2474
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Blue For Khaki
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ndid showing thus
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ts rate with Brock~gest sports thrills.
TD pass he fired
ni against UC as a
I the other was the
which he played
bert and Tony Traof smooth stroking
rs ago.

Musketeers Annex
Wins Over Cards
And Herd Netters
By Bob Queenan

The Muskie Netters after a
tough battle with Marshall College journied to Louisville where
they conquered the Lt>uisville
Cardinals 5-4 in a close match.
Jim Brockoff, the top man for
kin's Best
Xavier, remained undefeated in
the college talent
singles play as he easily downed
{S" was the Miami
Bruce Curran in straight sets,
ears back and one
6-0 and 6-1. George Smith, the
flight men, Dick
only other undefeated singles
man on the Xavier squad was
or Mrs. Brockhoff's beaten for the first time, by Bob
~ dotted with barBeale 6-3, 6-4. Captain John
rs, second lieuten- Shields of X topped Jack Corbett,
at is. He is to re- 6-0, 8-6. Mike Rasset of Xavier
ssion in June with defeated Garlin Allen 7-5, 6-3,
illery, and where while Louisville's Roy Turner
here is up to Uncle dumped Mike Mcconville 6-3,
Economics with a 6-2. In doubles play, Brockoff
.ish, Jim feels that and Smith dropped Curran and
Jans for the future Beale 4-6, 6-4, 6-1, and Garlin
await the outcome Allen and Roy T1uner beat
1 the service.
Shields and Mcconville 6-8,
6-0, 6-2. Mike Rasset and Lloyd
Lill finished Louisville as they
downed Corbett and Marx 6-1,
7-5.
.
Tuesday, Apr. 23, Xavier defeated Marshall, here in Cincinnati by a score of 6-3. A highri Giordano
light of that match was the
[ntramural softball brilliant play of Jim Brockoff.
; under way the Splitting the first two sets with
riaments were con- his opponent, he came from
cing winners in behind in a. thrilling display of
fine tennis to win the final set
, tennis department, 9-7, after being behind 1-5. The
cisioned Lou Tag- Muskie cause was also aided by
three out of four some fine play from John Shields,
were 21-19, 16-21, George Smith, Lloyd Lill, Mike
Hasset, and Mike Mcconville.
L-18. Taglia beat
The match with Dayton Sat.,
and Farley was
:able for the right Apr. 28, was called because of
rain and will be rescheduled.
e finals.
insky copped the
ontest canning a
f 25 attempts for
E 80%. Four others
1d place with 19
ersions. They were
rom Fisc.her, and
of the Wolverines
ia of the Animals.
Deak, and Alarie
three way tie for

tal Champs
In IM's·'
Its Softball

Giu Bottles Sweep
Into Second Place
With T~·iple Victory
By Flo Sokoloavski
The Gin Bottle Four closed to
within one-half game of the pace
setting Fom· Studs by taking all
three games from the leaders.
Mel Brennan's 525 total, his high
of the year, went for naught
before the torrid shooting of Ed
Sajewski and company. Arrie
Delrose topped the surging Gin
Bottle Four crew with a 529
series, but it was Ed, with turkeys in the fading frames of
games 2 and 3, who literally
"broke the backs of the Studs."
Also in the final game, Denny
Delrose's double in the tenth
frame helped shut the doors on
the vanquished leaders.
The Naptown 3 Plus 1, seemingly recovered from their temporary landslide, came to within
a game and a half of the leaders
with a two game victory over
the Martians. Bob Kirchner set
the pace for the winners with a
527 set, while Jim Dehan scored
573 on games of 213-207-153. This
latter three game total became
the second highest bowled in the
league heretofore.
The 5 Minus 4 Plus 3 took the
odd game from the Jets on the
strength of Don Hoeing's 448
series and Joe Farrell's finale of
174. For the Jets only Vic Oberting's 455 resembled a display of
power.
Next week's schedule, the next
to last week, finds the 5 Minus 4
Plus 3 quartet hosting the rampaging Gin Bottle Four on alleys
15-16. On alleys 17-18 the Martians host the Jets in the battle
to stay out of the cellar berth.
And feaured on alleys 13-14, the
Naptown 3 Plus 1 once more
attempt to work their magic over
the Four Studs.
The Muskie Netmen face powerful Cincinnati on Tues., May 1
on the X.U. courts.

MUSK.JES YIELD, .TO BOBCATS .l-0;
LEAD BEARCATS BEFORE WASHOUT
Nuzcmi Aticl Hirikle Limit

Xavier To Tivo Singles
By Jack Clierry
The Xavier Musketeer-Cincinnati Beiircat baseball game last
Saturday afternoon was rained
out after one inning. At the time
the rain fell, Xavier was leading
the 'Cats 3-0, scoring all of their
runs off basketball star Willie
Ernst. No date has been set for
the replay, if any.
Since losing two to Ohio State,
the Musketeers have looked well
in their recent starts. Against
perennially strong Ohio University, Xavier played outstanding
ball, though losing 1-0. Rori
Brickner went the distance for
Xavier, limiting the Bobcats to
six safeties, but Ralph Nuzam
and Bill Hinkle hooked up to
toss a two hitter at the Muskies.
The lone OU run came in the
seventh on a single and a triple
by first baseman Hornsby, who
reportt!dly is sought by several
major league teams.
Weather Hurts
Weather has played havoc with
the Xavier baseball card thus far
this season. Rained-out games
with Wright-Patterson, Hillsdale
and Cincinnati have cost the
Musketeers much Iieeded experience. The weather has added to
the already long list of sore arms.
Pitcher Hank Schmidt, a strong
asset to the Muskie pitching
corps came up with a sore arm
early in the season and lack of
warm weather has prevented him
from working the stiffness out.
Jimmy Boothe also found that
the cold air was too much on his
arm. "Boodles," after several
attempts to• shake a sore arm,
called it quits after the Ohio U
game.
Attendance at the Musketeer

When your big theme rates l'l'A"
And you're feeling real gay
To top off the· day-have a CAMELI

1 tournament saw
:feat Andy Gush·
:hampionship in a
!s 15-3 and 15-4.

1UPE
vner
11t Condition
Fer
for you

ii at
-Mariemont

:;114

natural
111ntial

'INC.
•urn 1-2474

It's a psychologlcal fact:
Pleasure helps your disposition.
If you're a smoker, remember
- more people get more
pure pleasure from Camels
than from any other cigarette!

No other cigarette is so
rich-tasting, yet so mild!
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home games has been well considering the cold. Warmer weather should bring out larger crowds
especially with games like Miami,
Dayton, Wright-Patterson, and
Marshall coming up.
The Musketeer nine will have
to hustle to protect Ned Wulk's
record of never having a losing
season. The poorest mark under
Wulk was a 12-12 season. Until
Xavier met Ohio State, several
of the Musketeers were harboring hopes of an NCAA invite.
Now the thoughts run one way;
win.
Last Saturday's foe, Cincinnati
has sights set on the NCAA event
should the good fathers lift the
now present probation. Ohio
University is a good bet to make
the NCAA tournament in June.
Notre Dame handed the Bobcats
their second loss last week 5-2.

The only other OU loss was to
the Paris Island Marines on a
southern tour.
Pitcher Ron Brickner is considering giving pro baseball a try
after graduation in June, with
the Phillies. He would follow the
other recent Xavier grads into
pro ball. Jim Bunning is now
with the Tigers and Tom St. John
is in the Reds' organization, although at present he is playini
ball for Uncle Sam.

Rochester Royals
Drnft Xavier Star
Dave Piontek, star Musketeer
center, was the first local player
drafted by National Basketball
Association last Monday. Piontek
was picked in the third round by
the Rochester Royals of the
Eastern division of the NBA.
Other local players picked were
Robin Frcem~ in the foui·th,
Phil Wheeler in the fifth, and
Dave Plunkett in the sixth
rounds. Several players well
known to Xavier fans, including
Jim Paxson,Bill Uhl, Phil Rillins,
Forest Able, Jim McLaughlin,
Jack Adams, Jerry Moreman,
and Ed Petrie were also drafted
by the various clubs. Paxson,
the forme1· captain of the Dayton
Flyers was the thlrd player
picked in the first round, going
to the Minneapolis Lakers.

Picked By Royala
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Campus Glances
•

Germans· ·choice

Mr. Joseph F. Bourgeois, chairman of the Modern Languages
Departments and moderator of
the Heidelberi Club, halt announced the results of the Heidelberprs' recent annual election.
Electees were juniors Torn
Werner as president, Ted Stoner
u vice-pre&ident, Al Reinerrnan
a1 secretary, and Joe Majors as
treasurer.
At the meetini, social and parliamentary committees were established. Joe Majors, chairman
<'f the social committee, is being
assisted by Heidelbergers Ted
Stoner and Jack Wild. The parliamentary committee, under the
chairmanship of Walt Brusch
was set up to effect an informal
application of Roberts Rules of
Order to the business part of
the Heidelberger Verein. Walt
ia assisted by Bob Juenke and
Tern DeNoma, past prel!ident of
the club.

• • •

Dorm Picnic Due

The Dormitory Council-Chicago
, Glub picnic will take place next
Thursday at Sharon Woods. Ticketa are available from Jude
Zwick and Bob Jones in Brockman Hall, and from Bob Scheel
in Elet Hall. The price includes
a iood lunch and drinks.
The Chicago Club is handlini
the sports events. Jude Zwick
and Mel Brennan are in charge
ot food and refreshments.
On the Monday following the
picnic, May 14, the Dorm Council's last meeting of the school
year will be held. Beer mug
awards will be given to the faithful members. Pizza and beer will
be the order of the day for a
further celebration of an active
year.

Black mugs will be awarded
seniors. Blue "Musketeer" mugs
will be given to the juniors,
with freshmen and sophomores
receiving white mugs.

• • •

Doyle Wins Loot

Marion Doyle, Xavier graduate student in the MBA program,
was recently awarded a prize of
$25 for his essay submitted in a
manuscript contest sponsored by
the Cincinnati Chapter, National
As11ociation of Cost Accountants.
The title of his essay was
"Standard · Costs in a Ceramic
Plant." The award Marion received is granted to the Xavier
student submitting the best
manuscript on a subject of working interest to the accountant in
industry.

• • •

European Jaunts

A number of low-rate European tours during the summer
vacation are being sponsored by
the NFCCS this year. Ten separate tours will be conducted,
accomodating a total of 300 students. All vacancies for this
year's tours have already been
filled, but anyone interested for
next year should contact Jim
Bradley or Ed Menes.

Riflers Roll Over
ROTC Competition
The Xavier ROTC Rifle Team
defeated Kentucky, Dayton, and
Miami in the ROTC league competition conducted among the
four schools during the current
year, and won the league's trophy
permanently. Xavier coasted to
victory on the basis of year's
aggregate scores a~ter winning
the final league match two weeks
ago at Dayton.
The Rifle Team also advanced
to the National ROTC postal
match finals after placing eleventh among fifty··three competitors in tl\e Second Army area.
The match was fired under the
supervision of the PMS&T, Lt.
Col. Jesse H. Brown and Major
A. C. Jerney, Rifle Club moderator, on the Xavier range on
Wednesday nights over the past
four weeks. Results are being
awaited to determine the standing of Xavier in the nation-wide
college rifle (Military) competition.
President John Van Flandern
announced Monday that freshman Tom Lamb won the Rifle
Club Trophy in a special match
fired in April. It will be presented to him today in the
awards ceremony, scheduled for
the Regiment Review at 1:30. p.m.

Government Offers Graduate
Awards For Foreign Study
The Institute of International
Education has announced that
competitions for US government
scholarships for graduate study
abroad for 1957-58 are now open.
Information concerning over·
seas study awards under the Fulbright Act and the Buenos Aires
Convention is available in the
offices of the Registrar.
The programs under the Fulbright Act and the Convention
for the Promotion of Inter-Amer. ican Cultural Relations are part
of the international educational
exchange activities of the State'
Department and will give almost
1000 Americans the chance to
study abroad during 1957-58.
Under the Fulbright Act US
graduate students will be able
to study in the following countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Burma, Chile, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germ any,
Greece, India, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, the Philippines, and the United Kingdom.
Under the Buenos Aires Convention Program, US graduate
students may study ·in Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Costa

Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, andVenezuela.
In order to be eligible for these
foreign study fellowships students must be US citizens, must
possess a college degree or its
equivalent at. the time the award
is to be taken up, must have ·
knowledge of the language of
the country · of application sufficient to carry on the proposed
study, and must be in good
health.
The awards Wlder the Fulbright Act cover transportation,
expenses of a language refresher
or orie11tation course abroad,
tuition, books, and maintenance
for one academic year. The
Buenos Aires Convention awards
include transportation provided
the US government and tuition
and maintenance allowances provided by the host governments.
Competition for the 1957-58
academic year closes Nov. 1, 1956,
but applicants must abide by_
the submission deadlines established by Fulbright advisers at
their college or university.

IT'S RAINING
LUCKY DROODLES!
'

AUTO ON
GllASI RACK

Daniel A1t
U. of Hawaii

For solution see
paragraph below.

Down. Front
(Continued from Pace 2)
actors naturally diminish, but
Jo11eph Cotton mana1es to do
more than hold bis own. The
trouble for him ls that the few
bistances in the plot where. the
viewer is preached to are hi1. But
thi• happens rarely enough to
make little difference.
All in all, it is a magnificant
movie. You melodrama fans
miiht not like it as well as "Rattlesnake's Revenite" but it still
has its points. Even though I,
myself, was disappointed at first;
I was expecting a movie about
the French Revolution. Oh well,
maybe Orson Welles will star in
a Vistavision production of "Citizen Kane Meets Robespierre."

Music
Stand
(Continued from Pa1• 2)
alao makinl the irade. One of
the noted Rock and Roll stars
admits she can't sini and should
be back driving a truck.
Despite its uselessness and bad
effects, it is the consensus of
opinion that this R&R 11tuff is
around to stay. I would like to
prophesy otherwise, but I dare
not. One method of riddance
.mgsested was to drown it out.
But in the event of 1uch a musical prescription it is feared the
remedy would 'be worse than the
c.U1ea1e.

NAUGHTY GHOST
STANDING IN CORNIR

Robin Maier
Penn State

~'
I

\.

SOMEBODY'S OFF HER ROCKER in the Droodle above-

J

and for a darned good reason. The Droodle's titled:
Whistler's Mother out shopping for Luckies. From
where she sits, Luckies always taste bett~r. That's because they're made of fine tobacco-mild, good-tasting
tobacco that's TOASTED to taste even
better. Rise to the occasion yourselflight up a Lucky. You'll say it's the besttasting cigarette you ever smoked!

NllDLI WITH
IOMITHING IN IYI

Richard Silbert
Columbia

DROODLES, Copyriiht 1953 by Roger Price
COMIT WITH
PIGTAIL

Amirik Kachigian
Washington U.
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COLLEGE SMOKERS PREFER LUCKIES I

Luckies lead all other brands, regular or king
size, among 36,075 college students questioned
coast to coast~ The number-one reason: Ldckies
taste better.
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LUCKIES TASTE BEITER -Cleaner, Fresher, Smooth.,/
Melvin Anderson
Colorado State Teacher•
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Family Day Promises All-Day
Treat To Parents, Friends

Canadian Miss Ai1ns High
In Planning For Future

Picnic Scheduled
At Ft. Scott Ca1np
Fo1· EC Social Club

'·

The Evening . College Social
Club will sponsor its last affair
which parents and friends of
of the year on June 3 with the
Xavier University students come
?nnual picnic at Ft. Scott Camp
to the university campus to be
m New Baltimore, Ohio. Festiv· feasted and entertained by the
ities will last from noon till 7 student body.
p.m.
Parents and friends of the
All facilities of the camp will
students will sojourn fi~om 30
be open to the group. These
include a swimming pool, base- states to enjoy this year's Family
Day festivities on May 19. Fam-

By Da11 Herth

From two degrees out of the
Arctic in neighboring Canada to
XU! A former member of the
Canadian Air Force, having"
served in the intelligence division of the AC&W Squadron (Air
Control anti Warning System) in
the most northern section of
Ca~ada, _is the winner of this
year's John T. Nolan, Jr. Catholic Literature Award at the Xavier Evening Division. And this
Air-Force vet is a woman!
Lorna M. Smith, an English
major in her second semester at
Xavier Evening Division, came to
Cincinnati in August of 1955
when she received a letter from
Msgr. Carl J. Ryan, Superintendent of schools in the Archdiocese,
asking her to come to Cincinnati
to teach grade school.
Needing additional courses for
the degree she is wo~king for,
she enrolled at the Evening
Division in September and has
been awarded the Catholic Literature award this semester.
The pert, vivacious Canadian
plans · a career in teaching, a
field in which she has already
had a wealth of experience. For
a year Lorna taught for the
Oblate Fathers (Order of Mary
Immaculate) at a mission in
Cal~ary, Alberta, a spot right
above Montana in Canada, that
is, "right out in the middle of
no where." Then for a year she
taught at an Indian residential
school in Northern Ontario under

Bl11:e Room Scene
Of EC Award Meet
Eight awards will be bestowed
on students of the Evening College at the Evening College
Awards Conv<X!ation next Thursday, May 10 in the Blue Room of
the Union Building.
The Kappa Sigma Mu Scholarship Awards, first and second

prizes, will be awarded to the
freshman or sophomore students
who attain the highest scholastic
averages in a degree or certificate program.
The J. D. Cloud Accounting
Award·is to be given to the student in the senior accounting
class attaining the highest average in his junior and senior
years.
The John T. Nolan, Jr., Catholic Literature Awarcl, a $25.00

savings bond, will be awarded to
the student who attains the
highest scholastic average in the
Catholic literature course.
The Xavier University Alumnae A s s o c i at i on Scholarship
Award will be presented to the

alumnae member in good standing enrolled in a certificate or
degree program who attains the
highest average for the year.
Tlie A counting A warcl of the
Cincinnati Chapter, American
Society of Woman Accountants,
a $25.00 award, will be granted

to a woman students for excellence in the study of accounting.
The. Cincinnati Industrial Advertisers Awm·d, a $50.00 savings

bond, will be awarded to the
student conceiving and designing
the best advertising campaign.
The Cincinnati Traffic Club
Scholarship Awm·cl, a scholarship
with a value of $50.00 for the

study of transportation and traffic management, is granted by
the Cincinnati Traffic Club to a
man or woman, first year student, for th~ study of the first
or second year basic course in
traffic management.

Have you bought your tickets
for the XUEC Annual Spring
Formal? You can buy them from
members of the Social Club, from
finalists in the Lady of the Evening Division contest, or in the
Evening College office. Price is
$5.00, corsages included. Date of
the Formal is May 25 at the
J.Uaric Antoinette Ballroom of the
Alms Hotel. Tables will be reserve<l for those who buy tickets
in a<lvancc.

'.·.·

·Miss Smith

the Jesuits. For two summers,
between semesters at the Pontifical University of Ottawa, she
was in the service of the Ontario
Society for Crippled Children
working in summer camps. Her
second summer of teaching for
the Society found her at a camp
on Lake Erie, a place she admits
was "a lot better than Calgary."
Education-wise Lorna aims
high. After a B.S., the degree she
is presently striving for, an M.A.
is her next planned step. After
she. receives her master's, ambitious Lorna looks to a Ph.D. with
a thesis on early North American
Indian culture compared to Indian culture of today.
Spare time, which she insists
she finds between studying and
teaching at St. Clare's in College
Hill, is . occupied by reading,
drama, painting, and sports.
Swimming and skiing seem to
be the favored sports but she
will attempt others "unless it
looks too hard. If its really tough
I'll sit down and watch it. Skiing
down the Rockies in the States
or high in the Canadian Mountains is easy for Lorna as she's
done both.
Lorna has been asked countless
times the question asked by all
from the States, 'What do you
think of the United States?" But
her answer is not the usual one
given by foreigners. "Basically
the feeling in America is the
same as that in Canada. Life
here is the same as there with
Bendix washers, Cadillacs and
Pepsodent."
Culturally she finds Cincinnati
a lot like her - home Toronto.
But one thing in particular has
captivated her about the Queen
City. "The family community
feeling here is tremendous, the
little villages on the surround'ing hills seem to be contented
little family units."
Lorna has no real complaints
to make about Cincinnati, but
she does find transportation a
little irksome at times. "It takes
you hours to get there on a bus
and if you're going by car and
make one wrong turn you're lost."
Home for Lorna in Cincinnati
is College Hill where she is
presently boarding. Asked if she
ever gets homesick she replied,
"You don't get homesick for the
house, you get homesick for the
friends." But with her many
plans and just as many activities,
she doesn't find much time to
worry about being homesick.
Completing her studies and going into high school education
is her immediate project, and
well prepared to realize her goals
is this Canadian in Cincinnati.

ball diamonds, tennis courts,
ping pong tables, and shelter
houses. For those who prefer
hiking, the setting is ideal.
Due to the exceptionally good
year the Club has experienced,
the picnic will be completely
financed by the Club. All one
needs to bring is his lunch·
drinks will be provided.
'
Students of the Evening College, their girl friends, wives and
families are invited to the outing. Maps will be available in
the office for anyone not sure
of directions to the camp. Those
who need transportation a're
asked to leave their names and
address in the EC office and
arrangements will be made.

Math Professor
Authors New Text
Mr. Robert F. Cissel, assistant
professor of mathematics, is
about to emerge from the chrysalis of his study fo publish his
second book.
The book, titled Mathematics
of Finance, will be released in
the latter part of this month by
the publishing house of Houghton and Mifflan~ The book, which

Author Cissell
is intended as a college text,
was previously published in a
mimeograph, experimental edition and used at Xavier as a
textbook in all Mt 2 classes for
the last two years. The definite
edition of the text was made
possible by the constructive criticisms and suggestions which Mr.
Cissel received from his Mt 2 /
students and faculty members of
this university.
Mr. Cissel in collaboration with
his wife Helen has previously
published a book titled Stretching the Family Income. ·

. For the past six years, Fa.m1ly Day has become a byword on the Xavier University campus which can be defined as an annual event in

Coufereuce Head
To Addres.s Group
(Continued from Page 1)
their application to the American
economy during the past 25 years.
Mr. William L. Dolle, president of the Lodge and Shipley
Co., will give an address titled
"Management Looks at the Social
and Moral Forces at Work in
the Business World." This address will stress the problems
confronting management in the
application of socio-moral principles to labor-management re,lations.
Mr. Harry Read, assistant to
the secretary-treasurer of the
AFL-CIO, will present the third
speech on the agenda of lecturediscussions. The lecture titled
"Union Policy and Its Social
and Moral Basis" will apply
social and moral principles to
the objectives of organized labor.
The fourth and final pre-dinner
lecture titled "Government Policy
and Attitude Toward LaborManagement Relations" will be
given by Mr. Charles M. Ryan,
director of the ninth region of
the National Labor Relations
Board. This address will summarize the rights and duties of
labor and management and elucidate the principle of subsidiarity in labor-management relatons.
Most Rev. Karl J. Alter will
give the invocation and remarks
for the dinner.
The after dinner address will
be given by Rev. John F. Cronin;
S.S., assistant director of social
action of the National Catholic
Welfare Conference. The title of
Fr. Cronin's address will be
"P re s e n t Labor-Management
Policies and the Opportunities
for Industrial Harmony." Theme
for the address will be the principle of cooperation in the American Business world.
Fee for the conference which
includes. registration and dinner,
is $6.50 per person. Students of
Xavier University are urged to
attend the conference. They will
be admitted at a reduced fee
which includes the dinner. Students who do not wish to attend
the dinner, will be admitted free.
Students interested in attending the conference, should contact Mr. Philip H. C. Mcintyre,
instructor of economics and accounting, at the graduate office.
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ily Day activities will commence
at l p.m. with a flag raisin1
ceremony conducted by the
Pershing Rifles unit of the
Reserve Officers Training Corps.
At 1:50 p.m. there will be a dedication of the Walsh Gun Case:in
t~e Armory.
At 2 p.m ..the Musketeer ba1eball team under the direction of
coach Ned Wulk will branish
their bats against the Payton
Flyers in a regularly scheduled
game.
· Dinner will be served in the
cafeteria in the Union Buildin1
from 5 to 6: 30 p.m. The delicaciea
of this year's menu will be entrees of roast beef or ham. Cost
of the meal will be nominal
gratuity of $2.25 per adult and
$1 per child.
After dinner Mr. Gilbert Maringer, leader of the university
band, will bring his contingent
of drum-beaters and horn-blowers before the guests for a family
day appearance.
From 7: 30 to 9: 30 p.m. the Armory wil 'be transformed into a
theater of the Twenties. An all
Twenties Variety show will be
produced by students from Xavier and the Cincinnati metropolitan area. This year's show
will be under the directorihip
of Dr. Joseph Link, Jr., assistant
professor of economics, and Re't'.
James V. McCummiskey, S.J.,
assistant dean.
Performers of the two-hour
spectacular will be the regular
performers on Xavier Presents.
In addition the Xavier University Clef Club and the Xavier
Masque Society will collaborate
in the production of a one-act;
mellerdrama titled "Eebert to
the 'Rescue." Mr. Bob Braun,
WCPO-TV announcer~ will emcee
the show.
At 9:30 p.m. the day'1 activitlee
will culminate with a dance in
the Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouae.
Norb Panko will provide the
music. For those persons of nonterpsicorean activity there will
be a social in the Armory.

"'the Neltl•t Santlwldl
•• 'lh- All"
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Council Traffic Committee At
Work On Parliina Proposals

ACTIVITY. EVIDENCED AT POLLS

~

Student Council's Traffic Committee, under freshman
John Kelly has been ·hard at work on the four point program
that was outlined to solve the Ledgewood avenue parking
problem. The Council group visited residents on the disputed
block to outline the program of student co-operation.
The three-man committee, composed o! Kelly, Ed Sajewski, and
Terry Lautenbach, assurrcd the
homeowneTS of full co-operation
~~~~\I~~~~~~~~~

Seniof G·lueck
Ta.ke~ Medal
In J1erka1np
At the Honors Convocation
next Monday, May 7, senior. Bill
Glueck will receive the Verkamp
Debate gold medal. Glueck was
judged best of the six Philopedian
debaters who participated in the
annual Verkamp Debate staged
last Friday evening in the Cash
Memorial Room.

on the part of Xavier University
students, and gave them each
copies of The News of last Friday, which outlined the proposed
solution.
The four points of the solution
program are: to eliminate parking on the east side of the block
in question between 7 and 9 in
the morning and 4 and 6 in the
evening; the immediate reporting of any violations to District
Seven police; the definite marking of parking places on the
street to prevent any possible
blocking of driveways; and provision for a thorough publicity
program to inform the student
body on the situation and of the
points of the solution.
The "Four Point" solution was
reached at a conference involving officials of the University
and residents of the Ledgewood
block with Traffic Committee of
Cincinnati City Council.

llere is a photo of South llall election activity taken April 24 during Xavier's new Student Elections 1>roccdure. A number of· innovations, including polling booths, tally books, registration checks, and
vote reminders swelled the vote to record proportions. Pictured are Board Elections members and volunteers who staffed the 1101ling 1>lace between 8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Over 750 students cast ballots in
Xavier's most successful election. The voting booths and tally books were borrowed from the Hamilton
County Board of Elections. The elections committee was composed of co-chairmen Ed Durkin and Hal
Baumeister; Frank Hamel, junior chairman; Bill Cortez, sophomore chairman; and Jim Forster, freshman chairman. Total cost of the election, including the candidate fact sheets, was held to $60.
Each student who voted was required to sign the tally book upon completion of casting his ballots
for the men of his choice and also to produce some means of identification to show to the members of the
election committee and the volunteer workers who were taking· care of the voting procedures at the polls.
The Rubel Baking Co. 1novhled a sound truck which announcetl the election between classes and urged
all students to get out an<l vote to make tl~e election the "best ever in the history of Xavier."

The Champ
News, composed the winning
team which debated the negative
side to this year's national intercollegiate debate topic, the guaranteed annual wage.
Participants for the debate
contest were elected by the members of the Poland Philopedian
Debating Society as the six best
debaters in the Society. Chairman for the event was Wayne
Fehr.
Judges for the debate were
Rev. Mark F. Hurtubise, S.J.,
instructor of theology, Mr. James
J. Creighton, S.J., director of
debate at St. Xavier High School
and Mr. Charles R: Koch, director of debate at Mount Saint
Joseph College.

So too4to1ourll\SlE
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Lounge Closed On
Wednesday; Used
By Dads, Grads
·

The President's Lounge .in
Union Hall is closed to students
on Wednesday, because it is used
as receiving center for reports
on the Alumni and the Dads'
Club fund raising drives.
Mr. August Richter, executive
of the Richter Concrete Corp.,

and Mr. G. Milton Wurzelbachcr,
senior partner of the Cincinnati
Dowel and Wood Products Co.,
are respectively chairman of the
1956 Dads United for Xavier
Campaign and the Alumni 1956
Living Endowment Fund Campaign.
Under the leadership of these
two men, approximately 400 persons are working in these fund
drives which will benefit Xavier
students. The objectives of these
campaigns include maintenance
of faculty salary increases, support of the current university
operation1, and the provision of
funds for deferred maintenance

project.I.
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.- 1. SUPERIOR TASTE
So good to your taste because of L&M.'s
superior tobaccos. Richer, tasticr-espe·
cially selected for filter smoking. l~or the
flavor you want, here's the filter you need.

So <Juiek on the draw! Yes, the fla\'or
comes clean-through L&l\l's all 1~liite
l\fo·acle Tip. Pure white inside, pure
white outside for cleaner,better smoking.
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Make Today Your Big Red Letter Day!

